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Abstract: Screen printing is a widely used technology in electronic technology. Even though there were many developments in the technology, it is still being under improvement. This paper deals with the automotive industry related screen printing processes. The processes associated with layer deposition and the manufacturing process parameters, which affect the quality of the prints. As the repair of electronic control unit (ECU) used in road vehicles is nearly impossible the quality of printing therefore unquestionable. It is very important that the accidents caused by mechanical failure must be kept as low as possible therefore the avoidance of failure in screen printing is not only economical question but in case of transportation it is also question of road safety. Finally, an overview is given of the typical failure effect and possible causes appearing in screen printing.
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1. Introduction

Automotive industry is one of the most dynamically developing sectors. However, every improvement should be handled very carefully, because an incidental failure can take human life. Therefore, quality and reliability plays a very significant role in the automotive industry. Sometimes these applications have to stand high power, temperature or mechanical stress. Therefore, thick film and LTCC (Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramics) are accepted technologies for these purposes, e.g. in ESP (Electronic Stability Program) or TCU (Transmission Control Unit) (Borgeest, 2008). They are suitable for high-performance engine control unit (Nishigaki et al., 2004), gear control units, anti-blocking breaking systems and speed control devices (Bechtold, 2009) or fuel cell applications (Partsch et al., 2006). Furthermore, polymer thick film is also utilized in the production of heated automobile mirror (Berg et al., 1983 - Patent) and seat (Ellis, 1961 - Patent). Since the realization of electric interconnection and passive elements is screen printing, the quality of the end product is conditioned by this technology. In order to achieve higher reliability of these devices, the most important technological process has to be deeply understood.

1.1. History of Screen Printing

The origin of screen printing can be traced to the Song Dynasty in China. Although this technology has been used since the 2nd
millennium it is still under development and there have been many innovations with the technology in the last 50 years (Kosloff, 1987). The technology has a large application field as varied as decal fabrication, balloon and cloth patterning, textile fabrication, producing signs and displays, decorative automobile trim and truck signs and last but not least printed electronics, including circuit board printing and thick film technology. These circuits are wildly used in nowadays vehicles. Screen printing technology offers widespread and inexpensive way to realise high-density circuits (Horvath, 2008). Manual screen printing can be carried out by using only a frame, a screen, a squeegee, and paste or ink. While the automatic variant requires screen printer equipment, it significantly speeds up the process.

2. Methodology – Applications and Materials

In the production of printed wiring boards, the printing is usually based on this screen printing technology. Each application field requires a thorough investigation of the screen properties before selection the right screen type. It can happen that one type of screen fits in only with one application. First, the material of the screen has to be determined. The most common materials used for screens in transportation are polyester and metal. Polyester and metal mesh are the most widespread screen fabric because polyester is widely used for its versatility and cheapness while metal mesh (made of stainless steel, copper, bronze, or brass) is the most durable fabric utilised for mass production and also appropriate when plastic substrates are printed with heated inks (Board, 2003). At the screen selection, further parameters have to be given. Two types of thread are available: multifilament or monofilament. Monofilament type provides better quality than multifilament type avoiding prints with uneven edges but they are more expensive than multifilament threads. Another parameter of the screen is the mesh count, which is the number of threads per linear inch. The higher is the mesh count the finer details and higher quality can be produced. The diameter of the thread plays also a significant role in the screen printing. A larger thread diameter provides higher strength to the fabric, but the overlaying induced by the filaments results in worse print quality. Nevertheless, we cannot forget about weave patterns. Three types of weave patterns are applied in this technique (Fig. 1):

- Plain is the simplest type of weave. A single weft is progressively passed over one warp and under the next warp. It is suitable for most applications.
- Twill is similar to plain weave in that the weft passes over and under warp threads. However, warp yarns are skipped at predetermined intervals. It is the best choice if the quality is not so important because it is the cheapest solution.
- Gauze is created as pairs of warps are alternatively crossed over one another and secured in position as the weft thread passes through. It can be used for long runs because of its strength.

Areas of the screen are blocked with a non-permeable material to form a negative mask of the image and at the open spaces the paste can be pressed through. This mask can be made of metal mask or emulsion mask. The emulsion is a UV polymerized material and its advantage is that it can be washing out so it is reusable. However, unfortunately the solvents of the pastes usually solve the emulsion as well, thus the mask can be damaged during
cleaning. Etched metal mask can be the solution of this problem but it is much more expensive but it is not reusable. The frame is also an important element of the screen-printing process, however, it is virtually useless. Screen frames are available in many sizes, shapes, and profiles. They are made of many different materials, including wood, aluminium, magnesium, and steel. Despite of their features, all screen frames are required to withstand the force of the tensioned screen and the additional forces applied during printing remaining flat and square being light enough to handle easily. For example, a 30 cm*30 cm screen with the tension of 30 N/cm has to stand of approximately 900 N along each side or beam of the frame (30 cm*30 N/cm=900 N). Obviously, the load increases proportionally to the frame size. If the frame is not appropriate bowing or twisting, effects of the frame can occur (Kiddell, 2000).

3. Analysis – Variation and Parameters of Screen Printing

The printing method can be carried out in two ways: the common flatbed printing, which is suitable for flat rigid substrates and the flatbed cylinder printing (Fig. 2) can be applied for longer runs of flexible substrate.

The screen printing process consists of forcing ink through a mask covered fabric or wire mesh, which has been mounted, in a strong frame.

Fig. 1. Different Weave Patterns in Screen Printing: a) plain b) twill c) gauze
Source: Authors

Fig. 2. Flatbed Cylinder Printing
Source: Authors

There are two main technique of the screen printing:

- off-contact, where the screen is warped with a given tension above the substrate;
- contact, where the screen is in full contact with the substrate.

Contact screen-printing is less advantageous in general, because due to the lift off of the screen it is often detected damage of the high resolution pattern. In case of off-contact screen-printing, some paste is applied on top of the screen in the front of the polymer squeegee. While the squeegee is moving
forward, it deforms the screen downwards until it comes into contact with the substrate beneath. The paste is pushed along in front of the squeegee and pushed through the screen not covered by emulsion pattern onto the substrate. The screen and substrate separate at behind the squeegee. The flatbed off-contact screen printing process is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

The quality of the image depends on several parameters.

Squeegee pressure: At the determination of the optimum squeegee pressure, a few parameters should be assumed. The squeegee force has to overcome the force which is necessary to press the paste through the screen, which depends on the hardness of the squeegee material hardness, the squeegee angle, the warp thickness, spin off height, screen tension, the ratio of and the blade length and mask layout size. The squeegee force has to be high enough to contact whole edge. Although as a consequence of too high pressure the squeegee deforms and prematurely destructed. Due to the large number of factors, the factual value of the squeegee pressure is not possible to determine: it can be specified by trial and error method. By increasing the squeegee pressure, - length and – flexibility the squeegee has a definite wave line from top view. If the shape of the squeegee line differs from the straight line such a way, it leads to bulging printed layer in the middle the printed image – depending on the type of paste, the flow - and rheological properties of the paste. In order to achieve uniform paste film in the whole width of the printed layer the squeegee has to be only moderately flexible. The ratio of the squeegee length and the mask layout size plays an important role because the force against spin-off is much higher if the end of the squeegee is close to the frame. Advantageous situation can be approached if the size of the screen is twice of the mask layout size. Furthermore, changing the squeegee pressure results in different printed layers and the elongation of the screen can cause aligning failures as well.

Speed of the squeegee: The finer is the mask resolution the lower should be the squeegee speed. If the printing speed is too high, the squeegee cannot spin out the paste regularly but a thin paste film is left back in the screen, which can cause distortion of the printed layout and paste smearing.

Off-contact set: After coarse positioning of the pattern the distance between the substrate and the screen should be checked (Jerzy et al., 1990). Incorrect distance adjustment can cause the following failures:
a) contact distance is small:
- During screen printing the screen sticks down, causing a significant thickening of the paste at the sticking place;
- Sticking down can induce print-distortion,
- Due to higher squeegee pressure the printed pattern is blurred,

b) contact distance is large:
- The print is incomplete;
- The thickness of the printed layer is uneven and thin;
- The screen is permanently elongated due to too large squeegee pressure;
- The imprint distorts, the positioning accuracy (reverse direction) decreases;
- Fine adjustment can not be done properly.

Squeegee shape: Squeegees are usually made of polyurethane or other elastomers. First, they are cast in liquid form, then cut and milled in order to create sharp edges. The squeegee material is delivered to the users in rolled form for shipping and for the actual application. In the process of screen printing the squeegee has to perform few tasks but these tasks are influenced by many of parameters. First, the squeegee forces the ink into the mesh, but it is influenced by the ink viscosity and mesh opening. In order to deposit the ink onto the substrate screen has to be in contact with the substrate, however, too high screen tension and high off-contact distance can prohibit it. Furthermore, squeegee removes excess paste from the screen so the thickness of next printed layer and the image quality as well. In order to find the right squeegee for our process three parameters of the squeegee have to be selected:

- hardness,
- profile,
- edge shape.

In general, we can state that hard squeegees transmit more force than soft ones while soft squeegees have higher adaptability to the surface of the substrate.

By modifying the profile (Fig. 4) of the squeegee the value of the force transmitted to the printing surface can be limited.

Fig. 4.
Different Profile Edges Provide Sufficient Mechanical Behaviour and Restrain the Transmitted Force
Source: Authors
In addition, this shape influences the effective squeegee angle. The set angle differs from the effective squeegee angle, which is the angle between the screen and the substrate, because the squeegee bends due to the load. If the effective squeegee angle is small, more ink is pushed through the screen ahead of the squeegee and the less ink is scraped from the surface of the screen. Square profile is the most commonly used profile in screen printing which provides medium adaptability but maximal force and the effective angle the set angle are about the same. However, the effective angle is always less than the set angle in case of bevelled edges. This construction provides the best adaptability and minimum force. The effective angle of bevelled profiles is always less than the set angle. Round profile squeegee has low adaptability, transmits minimum force and the effective angle is always very small and hardly affected by the set angle. The sharpness of the squeegee can be set by the edge shape (Fig. 5).

Edge shape establishes the amount of ink delivering to the substrate. Sharper edge delivers less ink and the amount of deposited ink influences the resolution of the printed image, because less ink results in sharper image. In order to achieve best quality in printing the different squeegee hardness, profile and edge shape can be combined (Frecska, 1999). Another solution can be so called roller squeegee (Anderson, 2003). Substituting the conventional squeegee by a roller squeegee (Fig. 6) higher printing speed can be achieved and an excellent and consistent paste thickness is also ensured.
4. Discussion – Typical Failures in Screen Printing

It is very important to detect and classify the different failure types of screen printed image. If we detect the problems and collect the data or documenting failures occurred in the process we have good chance to confine the failure mode. Print definition faults are one of the most often problem (Krammer et al., 2012), (Legén et al., 1986):

1. Ragged edges/sawtooth: this fault usually shows as saw edge with pitch equal to mesh spacing.
   This problem can be originated in poorly made or worn screen or rough substrate surface.

2. Smeared edges:
   2.a. Smearing on only certain parts of pattern. Irregularities on screen surface.
   2.b. Overall smearing but mainly in direction of squeegee travel. Low screen tension or snap-off too low.
   2.c. General overall smearing. Ink viscosity too low, rough substrate surface, badly worn squeegee or angle of attack too low.
   Too much squeegee pressure or unwanted screen or substrate movement during printing.

3. Incomplete pattern:
   3.a. Areas completely missing, particularly near the trailing edge of the pattern. Insufficient ink.
   3.b. Failures always in same place. Faulty screen.
   3.c. Print patchy and missing in depressions in substrate surface. Down pressure too low or incorrect or incorrect down stop setting.
   3.e. Print thin and incomplete near trailing edge. Snap-off too low or squeegee lifting too soon or screen blocking occurred.
   3.g. Fisheye: A small round or oval imperfection with a dark center. This problem is usually caused by ink/substrate incompatibility.
   3.h. Mottling: A faint, irregular pattern in the image area. That is caused by either differing rates of ink absorption into the substrate or minor differences in substrate thickness.
   3.i. Pinholes: Small printed dots in the non-image areas. Caused by a poorly processed stencil.

Print thickness faults can also appear (Frecska, 2002), (Holmes et al., 1976):

1. Print generally too thin Incorrect choice of screen mesh, squeegee transfer speed is too high or ink viscosity too low (over-thinning or temperature effect can change the paste theology), angle of attack too high.
2. Uneven print thickness
   2.a. Prints are consistently thin on one edge or at one end. Screen/squeegee/substrate not parallel.
   2.b. End to end variation in print thickness. Variation in squeegee transverse speed.
2.c. Thin patches with pronounced mesh markings usually near trailing edge of print. Screen tension or snap of too low, squeegee lifting too soon.

2.d. Thin in patches, usually in depressions in substrate surface. Down pressure too low, incorrect down stop setting, squeegee too hard, insufficient ink.

2.e. Prints locally thick in streaks where ink trailed behind squeegee. Ink behind squeegee.

3. Prints too thick. Incorrect choice of screen mesh or squeegee pressure too high.

3.a. Often accompanied by smearing of print edges. Attack angle too low, snap-off too large or too much ink on screen.

5. Conclusion

Screen printing is widely used to realize desired images on several surfaces while the process parameters and the materials involved are varied for each process of automotive products. The technology is still requiring developments due to higher and higher demands. The ease of construction and the low cost makes screen printing commercial layer deposition method in the field of labels, electronics and automotive industry. The highest quality ECUs used in transportation or in road vehicles produced in such a way.
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